FALL 2022 EVENT SCHEDULE

Fall Exhibit Opening Reception:  
The Viceroyalty of Peru and the Times of the Conde de Montemar
Join us in the RBML for a conversation with exhibit curators Ana D. Rodríguez and Dr. Antonio Sotomayor, with remarks by Professor Emeritus Nils Jacobson.
Exhibit will be on display through May 12, 2023

In search of Marcel Proust
Curious about Marcel Proust? Prof. François Proulx (FRIT) and RBML curator Caroline Szylowicz will mark the 100th anniversary of his death with an exploration of his books, manuscripts and letters. Come share — or discover — favorite characters, passages, and anecdotes.

Hysteria: Tracing Early Modern Witchcraft (online event)
RBML Curators Ruthann E. Mowry and Dr. Cait Coker will host this live, interactive presentation of materials documenting the history of European witchcraft. Bring your questions as we discuss witch trial records and accounts in their historical context and our contemporary parallels.
Livestream event only, please register in advance at: go.library.illinois.edu/Hysteria

RBML Holiday Open House and Print Crawl
Drop by the RBML on Reading Day to view some rare book favorites, enjoy a few refreshments, and print your own holiday card — then make your way over to the C-U Community Fab Lab (1301 S. Goodwin Ave.) to letterpress-print text inside your card!